
Dear Paul, 	 7/15 
Thanks for your 7/12 with enclosures. I'll ask 'aim if he wants a print, thanks. 
He had to phone me today about the interrogatories he's Putting into final shape. I had asked him to mail you a Xerox of the spectre decision and of the wing transcript, last one. He sent me extra. If you do not receive, please let me know. I think you'lh find it as inteiesting as the carbons may indicAte. I womder how much of this is comprehensible to those not intimately eemeetee with all the details. 
The Ray thing is essay. We'll have to see how it works out. Be is building a mental record for them to use I've been working on Jerry the only possible way on this and related questions. Their skulls are concrete and the contents a century out of date. 
No word from Schweiker, Or Hart. 
It takes much tine to do these things. I take the time. might now I'm a bit not weary but I guess emotionally tired from having made an alaysis of the 1996 transcript for Jim, ao I switch from something not that dreary. 
Lou Gordon will not air me. Again, that is. He'll never remember the one time, bade in- 1967 or 1968. I warned him during a break not to pull the kind of,stuff he had been or I'd respond in kind because he'd be leaving me no choice. He didn t heed me, Or as I recall, his wife, who I think is probably his brains. So I clobbered him on his own show. Groden tried to get him to have me on the stuff he did when ,regory started up. He would not. His show is not aired around hero. Thee it originated in suburban Detroit. But thanks. 
I think I've carboned you on the Bessie letters. I'll carbon him on that to Dmytelgee I'll want to get my old files back felon him. 
We are okay. 411 returned from a visit with my mother last night. 
Al As you will have gathered, the legal stuff is going fantastically well. 
Have to try to think in advance of their next tactic. One has been forming in my mind. I'll propose it to Jim soon. When I start the adrenalin will flow again. 
The FBI is running about 9 months begird on their POIA/PA responses. They are that overloaded but they do still stall and get wasteful to build statistics. 

EMU, 



9auf Muctri 

1688 Surtoat Rap Tnin2e, 204 &At, CAP.:. 90069 

7/12/76 

Dear Harold; 

Received your letter with the carbons and found 
them extremely interesting as your letters are. Your 
letter to Schweiker really la*ed it on the line. I 
imagine you probably will not hear from him if he runs 
true to form of politicians, just ignore it and it will 
go away. I got an answer to my request to the FBI for 
my file under to FOIA. They said they are just processing 
requests from Oct. 1975 and would have to be patient. 
Last week on ABC radio Michael Jackson had Rainer 
Mahlmann, founder of the FREEDOM OF INFORMATION SERVICE, 
2180 Sand Hill Rd. Menlo Park, Ca1.94025, I went thru them 
to get my file. I phoned the Jackson show and told him 
about my trip back to meet you and my going to court with 
you and how the Govt. has been stonewalling you and Jim. 
He did say to keep in touch with him and let him know 
what happens. I think that I will also write to Lou 
Gordon and tell him. Here is the address the Directors 
Giuld gave me on Dymytrk. 25820 Piuma Rd., Calabasas, 
Cal. 91302. Your letter to Bessie is very interesting. 
Has he replied to you? Also, Ray seems to be in the last 
throes. Do you think they will be treating him as a mental case? Am enclosing a xerox of a page from 0 Edmunds 
Scientific catalogue. Psycho Acoustics. Also am enclosing 
a photo of you and Jim that I forgot I had. If you want 
another copy I will have some made. 

I hope you are feeling well and the same for Lil. 
I think you are doing a terrific job and must be writing 
20 hours a day. I don't know how the hell you do it. 
Again my best to all and hope to have something encouraging 
to report soon. 


